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Past Trips From General Meetings
PAST TRIPS FROM MAY GM
1

Daniel Rodriguez gave an outline of the Mark Sefton led trip to Gloop and Punyelroo Caves
on the 23rd May. He reached the dig extension that is not shown on the map in Punyelroo.
No-one made the usual trip to Randell’s Rock. Daniel drew a sketch map of the complex dig
site.

2

Harry Harris and Grant Pearce went to Piccaninnie Ponds to take measurements and water
samples at the sites of the permanent recorders so that the readings that are being
transmitted to National Parks can be calibrated.

3

Ian Lewis attended the Ruth Lawrence trip for Latrobe Uni students.

4

Grant Gartrell attended the ACKMA AGM held at MULU. The event was run by Brian Clarke
and included trips into some of the large caves in the area including Deer Cave.

5

Grant Gartrell also visited the Peake District in the UK.

PAST TRIPS FROM JUNE GM
6

Marie Choi went to Avenue Range from 11-13th June.

7

Ian Lewis and several other CEGSA members led bat-counting trips for DEH in the southeast
on the 19th June. Counting was simultaneously conducted in nearby Victoria.

8

Ian Lewis attended the Ruth Lawrence trip for Latrobe Uni students to Naracoorte in May.
Surveying was done in Cave Park Cave. A compilation of the surveys (incorporating some
previous CEGSA surveying) in plan and long-section was presented to the meeting.

9

Grant Gartrell has given two talks to other groups, including the Strathalbyn Geological
Society.

10 Damian Grindley visited a cave in a USA wilderness area called Lilburn Cave. There was a
deep snow cover and very cold innards (cave and person).
11 Ian Lewis noted dolines on southern Eyre Peninsula.

PAST TRIPS FROM JULY GM
12 Damian Grindley went caving in Sand Cave at Naracoorte. A clean-up project is planned.
13 Ken Smith and Harry Harris visited an old mine that had a reported depth of tens of metres
into mine workings. They found that the water had a maximum depth of 5m at the bottom of
an 8m air-filled shaft.
14 Mark Sefton went caving at Jura National Park (Bullita). The trip to get there was very wet
with Mark seeing some creeks flowing for the first time over his many visits to the area. He
presented a line diagram of caves in a block of limestone to the south of Bullita Cave. The
1km long Spring Creek Cave had 5km added during the trip. A comparison was conducted of
all the instruments to be used for surveying and discrepancies were within tolerance for all the
tapes, Distos and clinos but compasses varied by up to 4 degrees. Compass discrepancies
were mainly due to operator technique.

